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We are BOSS, Phillips Academy’s student-run intersectional
feminist magazine. BOSS was founded to be a platform through which a
diversity of voices can be heard on gender and its interactions with other
facets of identity, such as race, class, sexuality, age, religion, and ability.
Our mission is not to appeal only to those already informed on social
justice, nor is it to polarize students who may not have the same ideas or
beliefs. Instead, we aim to bring awareness to the table, share our
personal experiences, and inspire discussions about feminism at
Andover and beyond.
This magazine features students’ written and visual work on various
topics in feminism with a focus on the topic of motherhood.
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Avis À La Population
Je ne sais plus comment parler
surtout de moi même
Toute la langue française
est structurée
autour de l’idée
de la masculinité
et de la féminité
tous les mots
doivent être accordés
une chaise, une montagne, mais un ocean
un moniteur ou une monitrice
Et je suis “moniteur” ou “monitrice” de voile
comment je dois parler alors?
“Prof” est ma seule option
Et mes qualités et défauts?
Je suis gentil ou gentille?
Je suis méchant ou méchante?
Cette idée d’accorder tout
dans le binaire rigide
me déplaît énormément
ET DONC, AVIS À LA POPULATION
Comment devrais-je proceder?
Étant donné que je ne suis ni mâle ni femelle
pas un homme et pas une femme
Comment je parle?
Comment j’accorde mes mots?

english note
People of Andover
Advice needed
Study French (or any other romance language)
observe the gender of all your words
and how you use them
How should we go about
making these words more neutral
more available
less excluding?
Again
Advice needed
Thank you
by Ora Cullen
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by Ashley Alvarez

Congratulations
Congratulations. you won.
you washed your hands of your crimes.
It took you time, but you took what was Mine.
My accomplishments, My voice, My story.
you spat in My face and even called our past “history”.
I may love the green presidents
but I hate this man-led regiment.
Where throwing like a Girl is an insult,
where raising Our voice is hysteria,
where wearing too little makes it Our fault.
This is all your doing.
Excuse Me, what did We ever do to you?
Don’t tell Me it’s because Eve ate the apple from the tree.
Because She was the first one to see
that no garden could ever keep Us from being free.
Whatever.
you can win.
Congratulations.

Alice Keller

Congratulations Pt. 2

by Ashley Alvarez

you know what?
you don’t get to win.
So ENOUGH.
Maybe We are a little broken.
But today, Our words will finally be spoken.
“Going off of what she said”
“Adding to her point”
“Similar to her idea”
CONGRATULATIONS to the Women
who put up with this thievery.
Don’t let them steal Your words.
Next time tell him to give
his own Goddamn answer.
CONGRATULATIONS to the Women
who are forced to represent
all the peoples with melanin.
Whether that be in the class or the gym
the color of Your skin,
light as ebony or dark as white,
doesn’t stop you from having the spotlight.
CONGRATULATIONS to the Women
who sing and rap like Beyoncé
who dance like Ashanti
who laugh like Gina
who rest in peace like Selena.
To the underrepresented Women at Andover,
to the revolutionary Women all over:
Congratulations.

Alice Keller

Depression vs. Motherhood

by Anna Lopez
						

When I told my dad I didn’t want to have kids he yelled at me. Said
that God created us to worship Him and to have kids. My mom
laughed. She said that kids nowadays would rather have dogs than
kids and I told her that’s the plan.
They never asked me why I don’t want kids.
						
And if they did I’d give them some bullshit reason like kids are
gross and annoying and I’m incredibly impatient.
I couldn’t tell them that I’m scared.
That the sadness in my bones is so heavy sometimes that I can’t get
out of bed so how could I make sure my kids did. If I can’t take care
of me how am I supposed to take care of them. I can’t just opt out
of motherhood when my depression gets bad. I can’t just put aside
their worries when my anxiety won’t let me breathe. I can’t be a
good mom.
I’m scared. I’ve seen
how mentally ill parents affect their kids,
make them grow up too
fast and I can’t put them
through that. It’s selfish
to create a child just
because I want to and
not be able to take care
of them.
Maybe I’m just not fit
for motherhood. Maybe
one day I will be.		
For now, I’ll just take
care of myself.

Eliza Sandell

The Things They Don’t Tell
You
by Shira Wolpowitz

The 45-minute drive with my mom
from my viola lesson to my brother’s
hockey practice was silent, as usual.
Having sat through that car ride every
week for years upon years, I had memorized the names of every single street
we passed, and the different shops
along the sides of the road.
Two weeks prior, one of my best
friends had just gotten a new pair of
UGG boots with bows on the backs.
It was late November, and my winter
boots from last year were definitely too
small. I had grown three inches that
year and was now one of the tallest
girls in my fourth grade class. I really
wanted a pair of matching UGGs, but
I was too afraid to ask. My mom was
tired, you could see it on her face, and
I knew that anything I said might set
her off.

watching all of the familiar houses pass
by. The late November wind blew crisp
brown leaves up from the ground and
through the air. A leaf landed on our
windshield and slowly slid up to the
roof. My mother said nothing. I wanted
her to say something, anything. I wanted her to ask me a question, ask me
how my day was. But she said nothing,
and I felt the weight of the question fall
into the pit of my stomach.
I never ended up asking for the UGGs.
It wasn’t like we couldn’t afford them,
and maybe my mom
would’ve said yes, but I just had this
gut feeling that I shouldn’t say anything. From an outside perspective, a
moment like that might seem insignificant. Thinking back to it now, I
probably should’ve just asked for the
boots. Maybe I was just reading too far
into the situation.

Someone recently asked me if I wanted
to have kids when I grew up. “Of
course!” I answered, not thinking too
hard about the question. When she
As we drove through suburban Newasked me why, though, I didn’t really
ton, I felt the words on the edge of my
tongue. I had been wanting these boots know how to answer. When I think
of motherhood, I think of how much
for a while, but I just couldn’t get the
words out. Growing up as the only girl work it takes. I think about setting a
good example for my children, but I
in my whole extended family, I wore
hand-me-down clothes from my older also consider how my actions will affect
their behavior, the things they won’t
boy cousins and played with blocks,
tell me. The idea of being a mother still
trains, and stuffed animals with my
younger brother. In elementary school, scares me a lot. Something that I feel is
I had always seemed like a tomboy. But a really important part of motherhood
something deep inside me still wished is maintaining open communication
between parent and child. I don’t want
for the barbie dolls and the sparkly
my children to worry about how their
pink dresses that all of my classmates
actions will affect me, or to make false
used to wear. I felt ashamed of my
assumptions about how I want them
desire to be more girly and fit in more
with my classmates, because my mom to behave. I want them to feel comfortable expressing their feelings, even
had always had an aversion to that.
when it’s for something as insignificant
as a pair of sparkly UGGs.
I stared out the window of our car,

Rules to Break

by Kiran Ramratnam
don’t wear bright colors or skirts above your knee
don’t wear shirts that reveal your cleavage
don’t walk too quickly or slowly

don’t speak—
loudly to seem threatening
don’t make eye contact with anyone
don’t show your neck and always wear a loose-fitting jacket
don’t talk to anyone
don’t let your hair be natural and tie it up tightly
don’t wear anything shimmery or any jewelry
don’t have hoop earrings dangling from your ears
don’t eat—
in glass-front cafés

don’t ask—
for help
don’t take your time
when shopping for groceries
don’t be asking for it
don’t leave—
without accompaniment by a man
these are the rules, they told me.
women should not be walking alone on the streets at night.

Hugo Solomon
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Anais Shen

Salt

by Safi Zenger
There is salt on your fingers as you enter. This salt, born of wounds, aged by
generations. It is the salt of your mother and her mother, her husband and
their parents. But not your father. His salt is of a different kind, that of which
salts food left to mold, food dropped from raided skies, food for pale skinned
blonde babies. A baby which you are not. But a baby, that yes you are. For
this salt that came with you out your mother’s womb. It has hindered you
from growing up and yet also quickened the process of age.
						
You are wise beyond your years. Black cakes your fingers like chalk. Maybe
you’re Basquiat. Maybe the chalk is pastel. Black is pastel in the right light—
the right eyes. Your eyes.
						
Why the red line under his name. It makes you wish you were a Donahue, but
no Michelangelo could paint your curves through the roses in your glasses.
All they see are is thorns. Thorns used to build a throne. Your throne but
never your bosom.
						
It is your time, you sit upon the gold put there by your ancestors for the other
side of your tree. And you look at your hand and there is no more salt. For
the salt has been rubbed in the wound, dusted off by the sweep of a generation.

Decent and Proper
by Mangai Sundaram

It’s five a.m. and I’m woken up by
a blanket of heat and peacock calls
above the courtyard of my maternal
grandmother’s family home in Devakottai, a municipality in Chennai,
India. As I get up from the woven
mat and push open the mosquito
net, I see my mom hurriedly walking
around the house already dressed in
her saree.
Today is my great uncle’s 60th birthday celebration, the largest family
celebration in 10 years. As my grandmother packs up boxes of stainless
steel containers and lamps, my mom
hands me my davani, a traditional
half-saree, and asks me to go to the
back of the house and shower before
the men in the family start to walk
around. As I grab my towel and walk
away, I see my mom leave with her
brother to the function house. It’s improper for her to be alone in the car
with the driver and arrive at a large
family gathering.
Putting my davani on, I realize that
I don’t know how to wrap it around
properly. I need help. While my
aunt folds and adjusts the davani,
she says to me in Tamil, “Honestly, I
don’t know how good this will come
out, Mangai. With two boys of my
own, I’ve never had to do this. It’s
so simple for them, just a pant and
shirt! We’ll try our best though!” Her
younger son watches from the back,
laughing.
The moment we finish putting the davani on, fear washes over me. Unlike
the other women in my family, I’m
virtually immobile in this garment. If

Kiran Ramratnam

I bend too quickly or move too suddenly, it will loosen. The voices of my
family members saying, “Look at how
her mom dressed her! Her davani is
falling apart,” fill my ears.
Securing the dress with at least seven
safety pins, I start doing my hair
when my grandmother reminds me,
“Mangai, your hair must be up and
braided. I’ll get you a flower to add.”
As I finish my hair and makeup, my
aunt examines my outfit closely,
pointing out flaws to fix: “You need to
put on more powder.” “Find another
bindi.” “Let me pick out your bangles.”
Now, I’m stressed. What if I don’t
look good? It’s rare to receive compliments from family members, especially from the elders like my grandmother or even from my aunt. I feel
like despite my efforts, I will always
be “missing something,” whether it’s
my hair being too curly or the lack of
Ponds powder on my face.
Despite these feelings, I put on my
jewelry and hop in the car. As always,
the driver and my uncle sit in the
front while my grandmother, two of

my aunts, my little cousin, and I pile
into the back seat of the Hyundai 110.
In Devakottai and towns similar
to it in South India, there are large
extended family homes built for 40
or 50 members. They’re almost like
mini-mansions, but built hundreds
of years ago in a classic Indian style,
with five main components: the front
foyer with grand pillars, usually for
the men to reside in, a large courtyard with doors on the side leading
to individual family rooms, a back
area with an open hall, store room on
the side, and kitchens past the back
wall. Often, these houses are used for
marriages and milestone celebrations
for family members.
As we arrive, hundreds of friends and
relatives are walking both into the
house and on the street, to and from
the dining hall. We leave our shoes
on the steps, men on the left and
women on the right. As we enter the
front foyer, the elderly men and boys
sit in the front on chairs and mats
surrounded by hand fans and ceiling
fans. My aunts and I say hello from
a distance and walk through to the
main courtyard where the function
is happening. My great uncle and
aunt are sitting in the center with
hundreds of flowers, lamps, and three
priests performing religious rituals.
On every side, women and children
sit socializing, singing songs, and
fanning themselves.
				
Two hours later, I’m hungry. But, if I
want to leave, I must be accompanied
by my uncle to the dining hall. At the
age of 15, it’s not safe for me to walk
across the street alone. Half an hour
later, we make it to the hall and I sit
next to my cousin and another girl.

It’s inappropriate to sit near an older
man unless he’s a family member;
talking to someone of the opposite
gender for an extended period of time
is shameful.
We walk back to function hall, and I
run into some of my grandmother’s
friends. Immediately, I’m greeted
with “Mangai, you skin looks fairer
now. Is it the Indian water? You’re so
thin, please eat!” I laugh and smile.
“Have you used Fair and Lovely? It’s
really good for you. My granddaughter uses it and she looks so much better. Try it!” my grandmother’s sister
chimes in. Classic. I roam around the
house as my family members swarm
my great uncle and aunt, performing
the proper hindu rituals to celebrate
this milestone. Every move is calculated, courteous, and in line with
tradition.
Soon enough, it’s five p.m. and before
we leave, my grandmother reminds
us of the proper ‘etiquette’: kneel
down and pray to my great aunt and
uncle, send our well wishes to their
entire immediate family, and don’t
forget to pray to every relative and
friend we see on our way back! I
promise, we’ll leave by 6:30pm.
Many conversations later, we’re on
our way back home. I get out of the
car and run into our family room. I
pull the davani off and change into
a cotton t-shirt and leggings to ward
off the mosquitos biting my legs. But
this might be too conservative and
not stylish enough. Women need to
look decent at all times. I’m asked to
change into a churidar.

Mia Levy

My Grandma’s Kitchen

by Sabrina-Angela Codrington
At the head of the table
the chair my grandfather can no longer fit in
stays empty because no one can fill it
my Dora booster seat
from long ago
stands tall next to the empty space
where my mother would sit until
she took the chair
to her new apartment
my grandmother still sits at the table
stuck in a loop
doing the crosswords
from the newspaper
from the day
that everyone moved on
to new apartments and heaven

A Poem for Her

by Andy Zeng

Mother, for so long
I have wanted to write a poem for you
But many times, I have tried
and just as many I have failed.
Mother, when my pen glides across the paper
The black ink produces scratches
Without breaks, without a beginning
Or an end like when you
struck me with your palms and
I didn’t know if I should learn from it
or choose to run away.
Oh mother, tonight I search for your eyes among the twilit sky
And my vigor to write a poem for you renewed
even if it is terrible.
Even if you, halfway across the globe and century,
may never lay your eyes across my words.
Mother, I whisper, if you dream of a small white boat,
Do not be frightened by its intrusion.
It was folded like origami with the longing tears of your son,
across the ocean, for he wishes to send it home.

Interview with Corrie Martin,
Instructor in English
Corrie Martin teaches in the departments of
English and Interdisciplinary Studies and
co-advises GSA (Gender and Sexuality Alliance),
AWE (Asian Women Empowerment), and AWA
(Andover Writers’ Alliance). She and her spouse,
Dr. Marisela Ramos (teacher in History and BOSS
advisor), are the proud parents of a Kindergartner,
the real boss of the family.
Mia Levy

How did you become a feminist?
The first time I became conscious of the word feminism or feminist, I’m sure,
happened in high school because right around 1982, the Equal Rights Amendment was a big deal. They hadn’t reached the right amount of states that had
ratified it within the time limit, so they told us it was all over, that we couldn’t
have it. I remember that feeling of being completely mystified and angry and disillusioned, so I think that’s when I first got into this idea of feminism as a politics
and as a movement.
Even before that, I was born aware of gender and how gender informed everything, partly because I’m gay. I was born conscious that I was already on the
outside of the norm, and people treated other people differently because of their
gender and [their] sexual identity. I noticed that I had to be secretive about it,
too. So I was born with that consciousness, but the word feminism and the idea of
feminism as an organizing movement, I didn’t learn about that until high school.

When did you start embracing your gender
identity?
Probably not until well, well, well into adulthood, and probably not until after my
second or third relationship even, when I finally came out to my mother. So, I was
well into graduate school, in my twenties, and I finally came out to my mother
explicitly, and at that point, I was like, “senior burnout,” like, “I’m just going to
do it, I don’t care about the consequences, I have to just be open and honest with
everybody in my life.”
It turns out that everybody in my family already knew, my sisters, my father, but
my mother I knew was going to have a problem with it. When I finally came out
to her, knowing that it was going to be painful and hard and I was just going to
have to do it, that was the point of no return in embracing who I was. She’s fine
now, we have this awesome relationship now, but it took ten years. It was long
and hard, but I’m so glad I did it, and she is too.

What led you to decide to go by ‘M.’ instead of ‘Ms.’ or
‘Mrs’?
When we first came here, we realized that, “Oh my God, everybody here goes by a
gendered courtesy title here”... I really didn’t want to be called a ‘Mrs,’ or a ‘Ms,’
or a ‘Miss.’ That just doesn’t fit me. Before, I taught at the college level so I didn’t
need a title, they all just called me by my first name. It wasn’t an issue until I
came here.
Even though I identify as a woman, those things like gendered pronouns, they
just don’t fit me. Like the word mother, I embrace being Mari’s parent... but those
just don’t feel right. ‘Mrs.’ and ‘Ms.’ and ‘Miss’ don’t just share something about
gender but they also reveal to the world your marital status, your relationship to a
man. It’s very strange. We thought, “What if we just dropped the gendered markers, and then you have an M,” and it worked so well off the tongue... When I did
it with my very first class, I was a little nervous. I wondered if it would be really
uncomfortable... They took to it in the first five seconds. It was so natural, and I
was like, “Okay, this feels right.”

Specifically raising a daughter, are there any
unforeseen challenges you’ve had? Rewarding aspects?
In the playground, we also have to be conscious of the gender dynamics with
toddlers. Already, it’s happening: boys would tend to try to take over, or would be
rough with the other kids and take toys away. We noticed these gender dynamics so we tried to intervene but in a way that was a teaching moment for all the
kids and the parents. A lot of the parents on the playground had these gendered
assumptions about how boys can act and how girls should act, and trying to raise
awareness in the playground about that is really interesting. From day one [of
having a child], you do have to be conscious of how… even if you’re trying to [ignore gender stereotypes], you can’t because the world is gendered, [so] you have
to constantly be aware and try to intervene in a positive, supportive way.

How does your gender identity influence your
parenting style?
I guess it doesn’t matter what my gender identity is because we don’t associate
our gender identity with particular roles or expectations in our house...Dr. Ramos
identifies as cis-gender, and she’s a really girly girl, but she hates to clean so I
have to do all the cleaning, but I also have to take out the garbage. We just do
things based on what we like to do and who has the strength to do it, and really
try to disassociate our gender identity with any expectations about what we
should do or what we should feel. It’s really just about being a full human being
and communicating and knowing that gender’s a wonderful thing when you celebrate it in all of its diversity and not let it become a box that narrows your choices
and your aspirations.

Damn Queens

by Kiran Ramratnam
Society will only be unfettered from body shaming once the advertisements of
skeletal white girls with artificially bright teeth under banners stating “Instant
belly fat removal” disappear from the margins of body empowerment blogs.
When beautiful is not equivalent to skinny and when fat is not a bad word. When
we stop teaching young girls that their acne, stretch marks, and weight gain
are something to be humiliated about. When small and large and are sizes, not
personality traits. When girls with pins and t-shirts stating “love yourself” stop
pinching their thigh fat in the mirror behind a closed door wishing they could
laser cut themselves to the silhouette they yearn to be. When wellness companies
with names like “slim life” and “skinny girl” go bankrupt. When we stop sitting
with our ankles propped against the legs of our chair to prevent our thighs from
spreading. When “hip dips,” “bra bulges,” and “love handles” are accepted as
normal. When dark-haired sisters stop getting shamed for their body hair. When
girls of color aren’t overlooked by doctors with symptoms of an eating disorder.
When teens do not wish to look like their shadow. When children stop playing
the game of seeing if they can clasp their whole wrist with their index overlapping their thumb. When we see diversity in our media. When the day when selflove is not acquired but is inherent. When we realize that we are damn queens.

Alice Keller

When All We Have is Each Other
by Amelia Cheng

I remember how my mama cradled me that night. I couldn’t
sleep alone with the roar of Daddy’s car as it sped out of
town still hanging between my ears. I remember her clinging
onto me, fingertips digging into my skin as my back warmed
against her belly. The bed still felt too cold, too big for our
two small bodies. Her chest trembled, jerking as staggered
breaths ran between her lips. I didn’t need to check to know
her pillow would be wet for a long time.
We lay there for hours, awake and holding onto each other.
It was only when her sobs melded into the patters of the rain
splattering our windows that I felt my eyelids droop, heavy
with the weight of packed suitcases and a Goodbye. With the
ache in my heart, I let myself succumb to sleep, sheltered in
my mama’s arms. Only now do I wonder who needed the other to overcome the howl of the storm that night.
I’ve lived nearly half of my life since that night. My mother
never looked back, and neither did my father, never looked
behind him, the smell of gasoline trailing his getaway until I
couldn’t follow the tail of smoke any longer.
Until it all faded into the sky.
I sat there in my brother’s room, staring at the highest window of our house until the night engulfed our little corner of
the earth. I wondered how the stars could still shine tonight.
Could they not feel the earth tearing itself in two as I could?
Did they not feel the fire that burned through me, coursing
in my veins like the blood that he abandoned the moment
his foot hit the gas pedal? Did the stars not weep for us? My
lungs blazed until Mama peeled me away from the window. I
didn’t realize I wasn’t breathing.
Warm arms enwrapped me, barricading me from the audacity of the night sky as we rose up to our feet, stumbling into
harsh reality. My fingers latched on, cementing to her waist
as she steadied me, and I felt myself lean into her strength. I
held on because she was all I had.
She hasn’t let go of me since.

mom

by amelia jane meyer
when i was small enough to be cradled in the crook of your arm
you held my head in your hand and read books free of harm
i rose to my feet and you smiled or laughed, booming
i read a street sign aloud, your grin was a columbine blooming
but when i couldn’t breathe in my bed
and i called out for help
the quiet came back and said
lay; learn to stay, put light on the shelf
you wrapped me in handed down jackets
i played with cracked tennis rackets
every move took your companions, your gods; just apostles to fossils
i became best friends with my own mind until these thoughts become collosal
cycles of schools and friends with time
but family? no that’s just not mine
so when my heart can’t miss you and my ears don’t hear the phone
it’s not because i’m here in a new home or i feel too alone
it’s because when i called to you in silent postures you couldn’t hear me
when i found myself in the wrong people you blamed severely
your house; a home once
the words dagger in my back and screens you blur my heart with for it all
doors slamming, banisters cramming; the carpet where i curled into a ball
leave me breathing indifference
double twice half deaf to our vociferance
i thought this was supposed to work
i know the road changes but it shouldn’t fork
and the bottle of this love had no cork
flowing
growing
and showing nothing again
because when i say i love you
my face can’t make the right sounds
or hold the words as i should
i skip over cracks and syllables i’m supposed to wish i could
because you never told me that
you never told me
that you love me
or showed me
what love means for a family
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PART 2: CHRONOLOGICAL SEQUENCE
by Hugo Solomon
This wasn’t easy to write, and I’m sure it won’t be easy to read. I don’t write
easy things to read or write because I haven’t been through easy things. I
am many things, many bad things, but one of my redeemers is that I am
honest. I tell the truth, when and where I can, and this is one of those ways.
Listen, to my voice, my narrative, and make up your own mind as to whether I made the right choice in breaking my mother’s heart. I didn’t choose to.
I never, never, chose to.
I. When I was born, you told me I was god’s gift to you. “Dieu m’a parle,” you
told me, “et il m’a dit que tu etait mon petit miracle, mon petit tresor.” And
I think you meant it. I really think you did. I was an easy child; I remember
you saying to my therapist. “you never cried, never complained, you just
smiled.”
III. When I was born, our family was whole. You and Jonathan had been
married for years, and I never once doubted the structural integrity of our
familial unit. Sure, there was yelling, but everyone yelled, right? We took
family vacations in the summer to Europe and South America, had Shabbat
dinners every Friday, Dad went to work each day, and three kids that went
to school— but still there were nights where he threatened to leave and
Julia and Camille fought with you until you were a trio of raging volcanoes
about to erupt molten lava onto each other and the strength of your yelling
rattled the hundred-year-old foundations of our childhood home. On one of
those nights, I came up to you and Jonathan as you were both fully throated
hollering in the living room, and I asked, my voice quiet and small, “Mommy,
Daddy? Are you going to get a divorce?” “Non, non, mon cheri”, she said. “Of
course, not”. And I believed you. Because those are the things that you have
to believe when you’re ten years old.
V. When I was born, you decided to go back to France for the first time in
sixteen years, having left behind your entire life, your family, your three sisters, one of them dead, two of them bitter and cold, and your mother, harsh,
punishing, imperial. Your mom, your mere, not your maman, she never let
you sit at the table when you were younger, you told me, instead you had to
eat dinner with the cooks and the house servants. And even then, when she
finally let you come to the table when you turned thirteen, she made you wear
white gloves, a gown, and a little French dress too, your manners undoubtedly scrutinized by every angle, no moment for you to catch your breath. You
got sick a couple of years later, the sickness as brutal as it was emotionally
devastating to your aristocratic family— the toll of the spinal meningitis
crushing both your sister Nathalie’s fragile life force and your Mother’s grip
on the world. You survived the infection, evidently, but your younger sister,
your sweet, younger sister, she succumbed to it.

You told me that’s when she changed, your mom, when she lost all ability to
tolerate the struggles of the world and reciprocated them to those around her
a hundredfold. In the middle of one of my depressive periods, you told me
this story, in the basement of your boyfriend’s house, showing me what you’d
made it through, telling me how your mother had told you after you made it
to the other side that she had wished you had been the one that hadn’t made
it. Not Nathalie. “Pourquois pas toi? Pas Nathalie, pas Nathalie.” From then
on you were stuck, living up to an expectation that had died with the part of
your Mother that fostered love for her youngest daughter. That same year,
one of your closest cousins had killed herself too, in the middle of your own
fight for survival. You didn’t have a chance to breathe before the next tragedy
paralyzed you. Your mother couldn’t see it, even though the cancer hadn’t
taken her vision, all she saw was your blame, and it consumed her. She sent
you to live abroad, away from her sight. But it was never enough— her pain
knew no bounds of expressing itself. At your first wedding, as she walked you
down the aisle on the day that was supposed to have been your happiest, your
moment of triumph and joy, a moment of reconciliation and moving forward,
she whispered in your ear, cool, calm, but full of the most potent malice
known in the world: “Ta joie est ma douleur, Sophie. N’oublie ca jamais.”
IX. When I was born, I had three sisters, Julia, Camille, and Claire, all older
and all beautiful, all the shining examples of the people I wished I could be.
When I was younger, Julia cared for me the most, the most tender, patient,
understanding, and proud. Camille just thought I was annoying, which I
probably was. Once they got into high school, though, and I to middle school,
I became something worse than an annoyance, I was a punching bag. I represented everything they lacked— a meaningful relationship with you, joy,
energy, and some untamable joie de vivre that could never be snuffed out
despite all of the words or slammed doors.
After a fight the night before where Camille had kicked me in the side so
hard I’d fallen over, crying, I told my middle school counselor, Ms. Quigley,
“I don’t want to go home anymore. I don’t want them to yell at me anymore.
I don’t want them to hurt me anymore.” Sitting in Ms. Quigley’s office, I first
realized what it could feel like to be empty inside, to feel like I couldn’t go on.
During that period, you started regularly taking me to the “Dentist,” really
just an excuse to go out to breakfast at my favorite pizza place, Mioposto. It
was right next to my favorite park, too, and after a breakfast pizza and some
steamed vanilla milk, we went to hang out on the swings until I felt as if I
could go back to school. I’ll never be able to repay you for the lessons you
taught me on those days, where I could look at my struggles dead in the face
and choose joy.

Alice Keller
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